
Put your most 
persistent pest  
in its place.
The Paraclipse® Fruit Fly  
Elimination System.

paraclipse.com

FRUIT FLIES POSE A 
CONSTANT CHALLENGE

Flies, mosquitos and similar insects are, in  

most climates, a seasonal infestation. With the 

onset of cold weather they will disappear until 

the following spring.

Not Fruit Flies. 

They are a constant presence, all year long—

appearing whenever they can find the right 

conditions. 

A persistent pest like the Fruit Fly needs a  

control solution that will prevent infestations 

around the clock and around the calendar. That’s 

why Paraclipse designed the Fruit Fly Patrol.™
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MISSION:

Manufactured in the U.S.A.

PACKED WITH FEATURES TO  
PUT FRUIT FLIES IN THEIR PLACE.
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•	 Highly	effective	combination	of	special	UV	light,	

attractants and trapping surface 

•	 Unique	Capture	Cartridge™ provides continuous 

sticky surface and sex attractants

•	 Trapping system is environmentally friendly 

(designed for use in food handling areas, and meets 

applicable guidelines)

•	 Sanitary trapping surface captures insects and rolls 

them into the cartridge

•	 Research-proven	Ultraviolet	Lamp	and	Booster	

Reflector increases the outward reflective power of 

the	UV	lamp

•	 Easy to maintain, easy to clean

•	 Decorative, versatile design doubles as an attractive 

light fixture, suitable for public areas

•	 End of cartridge alarm
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Building an Insect Control 
System that’s irresistible  
to fruit flies.
Conventional fly traps, bug zappers and similar  

devices are designed to attract a broad spectrum of  

flies, mosquitoes and other flying irritations. Fruit  

flies, however, respond to different chemical  

attractants and UVA light intensity than  

other insects.

The Paraclipse Fruit Fly Patrol™ combines:

•	 UVA	light	designed	to	meet	the	intensity	 

preference of fruit flies

•	 Chemical	attractants	designed	specifically	 

for fruit flies

•	 Visual	decoys	on	the	capture	surface	

It’s all contained in an attractive, sconce-style  

enclosure that can be placed in restaurants,  

nightclubs and other public spaces.

Fruit Flies are just 
waiting for a chance  
to swarm again. 

Fruit	Flies	are	everywhere.	Virtually	

any environment that offers moisture 

can foster swarms of them. Add a bit 

of fermentation, sugars or citrus and 

the problem gets worse…fruit and 

produce, wine, liquor & beer, drains, 

mops, pouring caps in a bar well,  

even moist towels or linens will bring 

the pests.

Now you can fight back effectively 

without resorting to toxic chemicals  

by deploying the Fruit Fly Patrol™  

from Paraclipse.

DESIGNED FOR:

- Buffets
- Supermarkets
- Bars/Lounges
- Dining Areas
- Delicatessens
- Convenience Stores
- Restaurants
- Bakeries
- Large Offices
- Snack Bars
-	Horse	Stables
-	Vet	Clinics
- Dairy Barns
- Livestock  
  Confinement

OUR AMAZING CAPTURE 
CARTRIDGE™

Like all Paraclipse Automated Insect Control  

Systems, the Fruit Fly Patrol uses our unique  

Capture Cartridge™ which lasts longer than 

competitive products, is clean, and easy to  

remove without touching insects. 

The Fruit Fly Patrol™	product	is	certified	for	 

use in food service areas, and is both UL and 

CE compliant.

To learn more about the Fruit Fly Patrol,™  and  

our entire line of Automated Insect Control 

Systems, visit www.paraclipse.com.

EFFECTIVENESS AREA
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Proprietary Top Shell Design 

Directs	UV	Light	Downward 

for Maximum Fly Catch 

Quantum	UV	Lamp

Capture Cartridge™

Audible Cartridge Replacement Alarm

Cartridge Advance Motor &  

Component	Housing
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